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LAVC Biology 003 - Introduction to Biology Lecture & Lab                          Fall 2014, Section #1152 
 
Instructor: Patricia Mora-Garcia  Lecture: T/TH  9:40 – 11:05 am (EST 107)  
Phone: 818-947-2600 ext 8178  Lab: M 9:40 - 12:50 pm (AHS 155)     
E-mail: moragap@LAVC.edu  Office Hours: T 11:40 – 12:45 pm (AHS 221) 
  
www.moragap.wordpress.com: syllabus/schedule/lecture notes/study guides    
 
Required Text  
Lecture: Essential Biology with Physiology (Campbell), 4th edition  
Lab:  Biology 3 Lab Manuel (LAVC, Department of Biology) 
Other:  Two packages of SCANTRON form No. 882  

Four packages of SCANTRON form No. 815-E  
 
Blog site 
Check my blog site often (www.moragap.wordpress.com) for updates and all class materials (ppt 
notes, study guides, etc...). Visit this site and sign up as a user to get email notifications when I 
add or update a post.  
 
Course Description   
This a general biology course designed for non-biology majors.  However, this course is also a laboratory 
science requirement for advanced courses in biology, such as microbiology, human anatomy and 
physiology.  Lectures covered will include basic cellular organization, respiration/photosynthesis, cell 
reproduction and genetics.  We will also examine the diversity of life on earth, emphasized by lectures on 
evolution, population biology, ecosystems, and ecology. 
 
Lecture Objectives 
The general goals of this lecture will be to: 

(1) Identify the principal characteristics of living organisms. 
(2) Understand the scientific method, its applications and limitations. 
(3) Identify the levels of organization of matter, from atoms to biomes. 
(4) Identify the principal categories of chemicals that make up living organisms.  
(5) Understand the production of energy by cells and how cells use energy. 
(6) Identify the organelles of plant and animal cells and discuss their functions. 
(7) Identify the major components of the cell membrane and cytosol and their functions. 
(8) Compare the structure of DNA to RNA and understand the functions of each molecule. 
(9) Understand how cells divide and how humans and plants reproduce. 
(10) Study the inheritance and transmission of various genetic traits. 
(11) Discuss evolution through natural selection. 
(12) Discuss plant structure, function and the process of fertilization. 
(13) Identify human organ systems and explain their function in the body. 
(14) Discuss the diversity of eukaryotic organisms with an emphasis on plants and animals and how they 

interact from an ecological and evolutionary perspective. 
(15) Differentiate between common ecosystems and how population growth affects ecosystems. 
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Laboratory Objectives: 
1.  Apply the scientific method to acquire and record experimental data, identify experimental variables and 
interpret results; recognize potential sources of error; differentiate between assumption and 
observation/interpretation; be able to develop hypotheses that relate to stated variables. 
2.  Utilize and accurately read scientific equipment such as beakers, pipettes, graduated cylinders, scales, and 
measuring tapes to conduct biological investigations. 
3.  Use the compound and dissecting microscopes to accurately observe microscopic structures/organisms. 
4.  Investigate the chemical and cellular properties of cells and/or organisms, such as enzyme activity, movement, 
osmosis, diffusion, respiration, and photosynthesis. 
5. Apply the principle of inheritance to selected species; determine probability of genotypes and phenotypes in filial 
generations from specified crosses.  
6. Differentiate key characteristics of nine major animal phyla, including symmetry and segmentation; observe and 
identify unknown specimens using a key based on observable characteristics. 
7. Discuss plant structure and its function; dissect a flower and describe the function of each part. 
8.  Identify the major systems of humans/mammals and describe the major organs of each; discuss the 
interrelationship of organs and systems of the body. 
9.  Characterize and differentiate the hierarchy of biological systems. 
 
Institutional Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for Biology 003 
Course Level Student Learning Outcome Assessment Measure 
Students will have acquired skills necessary to 
understand and apply the scientific method. 

Evidence that students have mastered this SLO will be 
provided by written responses to scientific methodology 
questions.  A rubric will be developed to assess these 
responses. 

Students will distinguish between the different levels of 
ecological study and factors that impact those levels, 
including organism diversity. 

Evidence that students have mastered this SLO will be 
provided by written responses to ecological questions.  
A rubric will be developed to assess these responses. 

 
Accommodations 
If you require accommodations for religious reasons, you must inform me in writing within the first week of 
class and provide the appropriate documentation. If you are a student with a disability requiring classroom 
accommodations, contact SSD immediately [818-947-2681 or 2680].  Once a meeting with a counselor is made, 
SSD will send me a memo confirming the accommodations that you require.  We then need to meet to discuss the 
arrangements. 
 
Statement for Academic Dishonesty 
Students found cheating on an assignment/quiz/exam will receive a zero for their grade and will then be referred to 
the Vice President of Student Services for further disciplinary action, following due process.  Cheating can be a 
verbal, written, or visual transfer of information. An electronic device (phone with camera) used/or in one’s hands 
during an exam or quiz will be identified as cheating, and will have their device confiscated and checked.  
 
Class Policies for taking Exams/Quizzes  
On days of exams/quizzes: 

• Students will sit every other seat in lecture; in lab students will spread out.  
• No phones or earphones are allowed, unless they are packed away in a bag, backpack or purse. If I find one 

out you will get a zero on your test or quiz.   
• I will check tables/desks for written answers.  If you notice any print on your table/desk, please notify me 

immediately.  Any writing on furniture I consider vandalism and I will notify the department 
• Students cannot wear hats or caps. 
• Students should cover their test/scantrons. 
• Any student caught cheating will be properly disciplined according to school policy. 
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Lecture 
 
Attendance*  
Attendance is mandatory and role will be taken.  Individuals will be excluded if they are absent two 
lectures in one week (instructors can exclude students if they are absent more than the equivalent hours 
for that class in one week) An absence from class on quiz/exam days will result in a loss of class 
points and can greatly affect your grade.   
 
Lecture Exams 
There will be 5 lecture exams each worth 100 points: 

Questions will be drawn from lecture and lecture notes. 
They will consist of multiple-choice, matching and true/false questions.  
They are answered on SCANTRON 882 forms with a soft lead no. 2 pencil. 
There is generally an additional section with short essay questions and/or fill-in diagrams.  
Some exams may contain extra-credit.   

 
There are no make-up examinations, unless official documentation* (i.e. signed medical note) is 
provided to me (which I will verify). In this case, an essay exam will replace the standard exam. 
 
Exams will be given at the start of lecture and will last for 1 hour and 15 minutes.  
If you are not present for an exam, you must notify me by email immediately.  I will expect 
documentation for your absence upon your return.     
 
If you know in advance that you will have a scheduling conflict with an exam date, we can make 
arrangements to have you take an essay style exam prior to the test date.  Please notify me with this 
information the first two weeks of class. 
 
Lecture Quizzes 
There will be 13 lecture quizzes, each worth 15 points.  Of the 13 quizzes, two will count as extra-credit 
points.  So at the end of the semester I will determine your total points for quizzes out of  (11 x 15) 165 
points instead of  (13 x 15) 195 points.  That is 30 points extra-credit! 

Questions will be drawn from lecture and lecture notes. 
They will consist of multiple-choice, matching and true/false questions.  
They are answered on SCANTRON 815-E forms with a soft lead no. 2 pencil. 
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Lab 
Lab Attendance  
If a student misses lab, they can be excluded from my course according to the school policy stated 
previously.  An excused absence will require appropriate documentation (doctor’s note). If you are absent 
for a lab, you are unable to turn in that lab report for a grade, but you are able to take the quiz the day the 
quiz is scheduled. 
 
Role will be taken at the beginning of every lab the first three weeks of class and then randomly.  You 
will also be required to sign-out from lab every lab period.  If you do not sign out you will not get credit 
for your lab.  
 
Lab Manual Information 
All students are required to buy a non-refundable lab manual, which is brought to each lab.  No 
photocopies can be turned in for a grade.  
 
If you are unable to get a lab book the first few weeks of lab, print your lab answers on a sheet of 
paper and turn it in on the due date, so that no points are lost.  It will be graded, but the grade will not be 
recorded until you have purchased a lab book; at which time you must turn in your graded lab stapled to 
the worksheets from the lab book.  Only then will I record a grade for your lab. 
 
Lab Routine   
Students are to read the lab scheduled for the day before coming to class.  
 
Each lab period will begin with students placing their stapled lab reports on my desk as they walk in, 
followed by role.  If you come late you will not be able to take the quiz (zero points).  
 
Students will take out a SCANTRON 815-E and pencil for their lab quiz and place all their belongings 
under their desks. No pencil should be in a student’s hand until I say. 
  
The quizzes will take 10-15 minutes to complete.  Don’t be late or you will get a zero for the quiz.    
 
After the quiz a lecture on topics related to the day’s lab is given. 
 
When the lab is completed all students must clean their work areas (workbench, common areas, and 
floor around your work area).   
 
Before leaving lab students must sign out to get credit for their lab report. 
 
Lab Quizzes (13 lab quizzes, 15 points each)  
Weekly lab quizzes will cover the previous week’s lab.   Please note that lab 13 (week 13) accounts for 
two 15-point quizzes. 
 
Lab quizzes will include multiple-choice and true/false questions drawn from lab lecture, your lab book 
and the lab exercise. Some quizzes may require students to complete short answer questions, draw 
structures/models or complete problems/diagrams. 
  
If you are not present for a lab or lab quiz, you must notify me by email immediately.  
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Lab Reports (14 lab reports, 5 points each)  
Stapled lab reports will be due the following class period at the beginning of class, unless otherwise 
noted. Please see the tentative schedule.  
 
I will deduct points for labs that are turned in after I have already collected them. Once I have graded and 
returned labs, a late lab cannot be turned in for points.   
 
To get credit for your lab reports you must sign out from lab at a time that I feel it has been sufficient 
time to complete your labs.  If you leave earlier than this period, you will not get full credit for your lab 
report.  
 
Any students that are not actively involved in performing a lab exercise and/or who are taking 
answers from classmates will be given a zero for that lab report. 
 
Do not turn in identical lab activities or exercises.   This is considered cheating.  A first time warning 
will be given and deduction of points may follow if it occurs again. 
 
Lab Field Trip 
This is a required field trip.  It will take place on December 8th from 10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m. at the 
Sepulveda Basin Wildlife Reserve located in the San Fernando Valley.  Students are to provide their own 
transportation. Attendance to Sepulveda Basin plus the lab report will count as 10 lab points. I will not 
drop this lab.  The labs are due at the end of class that day. 
 
Lab Course Grading 
Lab will count as 25% of your overall Biology 3 grade. Each lab report is worth 5 points and each lab 
quiz is worth 15 points.  I will drop each student’s two lowest lab reports (excluding the field trip lab) 
and two lowest lab quizzes at the end of the semester.  
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Course Grading 
 
Course breakdown: lecture 75% (890 points) and lab 25% (225 points).   
   
Scale 
 A:  90%-100%  B:  80-89%  C:  70-79%  D:  60-69% F:  59% and below  
 

  
Lecture (75%)  

5 exams (100 pts each)   500 points      
  11 quizzes (15 pts each)   165 points 
  2 quizzes are extra-credit      
        665 points 
           
 Lab (25%) 
  13 Lab quizzes (15 pts each)      195 points 
  Drop two lowest lab quizzes   - 30 pts      

165 points    
 
  14 Lab reports (5 pts each)      70 pts 

Drop two lowest lab reports               - 10 pts 
    60 points   

      890 points 
 
Class Policies 
 

1. If you are not able to attend lecture/lab, you must contact me by email 
immediately. 

2. Cheating is not tolerated.  The appropriate measures, according to school policy, 
will be taken for any student caught cheating.  

3. No cell phones are to be picked up or viewed during any exam or quiz.  
4. No hats or caps are to be worn during an exam or quiz. 
5. No ear phones/ wireless devices (excluding hearing devices) are to be worn or 

used during class.  You will be asked to remove them if I find you wearing them.  
6. There is no eating or drinking in lecture or lab.  Water is ok. 
7. Writing on tables/desks/chairs is considered vandalism, and the appropriate 

measures will be taken if a student is found doing so. 
8. This is a smoke free campus.  Students should not be taking smoking breaks 

during class time. 
 
Important Dates 
Last day to add: 9-12-14 
Last day to drop with refund/no W:  9-14-14 
Last day to drop with a “W”:  11-23-14 


